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Abstract.

This paper demonstrates the usage and the results of the Inductive Preprocessing Technique for Knowledge Discovery
on selected real world datasets. The Inductive Preprocessing Technique is a novel approach to automate a part of the
data preprocessing for the knowledge discovery. The aim of the Inductive Preprocessing Technique is to automatically
select preprocessing methods (like non linear transformations, normalisations, etc.) and their ordering to maximise the
accuracy of a data mining model. The selection is done using the optimisation and genetic algorithm inspired approaches.

The data preprocessing is equally as important as a selection of the correct classifier, but in many cases the preprocessing
part of the knowledge discovery process is neglected. There were some efforts to assist the data mining experts with
this task. They are mostly based on ontologies, similarity to other datasets and hard-coded rules. In contrast to these
approaches the Inductive Preprocessing Technique is data-driven and it is based on idea of the inductive modelling and
the optimisation approach. No prior knowledge about the data is needed. This approach was not tested yet in this field
before.

This paper shows results of the Inductive Preprocessing Technique on publicly available real world datasets. The accuracy
of the classifier is typically improved by about 5% to 10% by the transforming the data. The Inductive Preprocessing
Method is a great help to the data mining experts who can concentrate on other parts of the knowledge discovery process.
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1 Introduction

There is a constant desire in data mining and machine learning community to improve accuracy of classifiers, like Decision
Trees or Support Vector Machines. For many years new classifiers were developed and old ones improved. But to create
and train a classifier one needs not only the training method but also a training dataset. These two cornerstones are
both essential and it is not possible to create good model with inappropriate classification method or bad training dataset.
There is a well known principle called Garbage in, garbage out. It means that if the training dataset carry little or confused
information, even the best classification method fails to create any meaningful model. Even if the information is present
in the data it may be presented in such way which the classifier is not able to take advantage of. To transform the data
into a form suitable for classification model and its training method is a task of data preparation or data preprocessing.
The data preprocessing is the most time-consuming and for above reasons probably the most important step in the data
mining process. The data preprocessing mainly consists of data acquisition, feature construction and data transformation.
At present the data mining expert has to preprocess data manually and based on his or hers experience and experiments.
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During the past years data mining experts have created recommendations for different typical data mining tasks in
different environments. For example, if one is going to predict churn in telco1, the data miner should include in his/hers
training set information like customer’s spending over the past six months, type of contract, phone usage, special offers
and so on [1, 2]. Similar recommendations were established also in other araes [3]. The data required to generate the
recommended attributes are typically distributed all over a data warehouse in different tables and databases. So the data
miner has to load and merge information from different places in the warehouse, extract the attributes and form the data
matrix for the model training. This is a time-consuming work. The [4] estimates that the data preparation phase of the data
mining process consumes about 80% of the time needed to finish the data mining project. Other authors do not estimate
the same value, but it is still the longest part of the data mining process [5].

The data preparation can be basically divided into three main stages – the data acquisition, feature construction and
data transformation. In the data acquisition phase the data are extracted from a warehouse. In the feature construction
phase the data miner extracts information from acquired data. After this the data miner ends up with a set of input
attributes and output variables. This matrix (or dataset) is generally ready to be used for training and validation of the
data mining model. Usually this matrix has many problems – in the source systems there can be missing values, different
ranges or strange distribution of values in attributes, data could be discretised, non-linearly transformed and so on. It is
not always clear which transformations would help the model and which will not. The data miner then have to rely on
his/hers experience and has to experiment. In a case when the classifier does not have satisfactory accuracy the data miner
has to go back and select another transformations and/or set different parameters and create model again. The data miner
has to repeat this process until he/she is satisfied with the result. But it is not certain that is it the best result the data miner
can get from the data. I see a big room for automation and aid the data miner in this step.

There are several papers showing that the correct data preprocessing is important for the accuracy of the classifier and
that it is difficult to find the correct preprocessing methods and their order. The first example presented in [6] tests different
types of data normalisation for the Support Vector Machines classifier. Using the correct normalisation technique they
can improve accuracy of the classifier by about 2%. The other very recent example in [7] aims to find the best practise
sequence (or pipeline in their terminology) of preprocessing methods in the field of Brain Computer Interface. The authors
have manually tested different signal preprocessing methods and their ordering. The problem is suitable for IPT and their
approach is very similar to IPT, only done manually. Their problem could be automatically solved by IPT.

One possible approach is the Intelligent Discovery Assistant (IDA)[8, 9]. Their approach is based on the ontology. The
IDA is a framework for ontology-driven process-oriented assistants for the Knowledge Discovery in Databases (KDD)
[10]. The assistant concerns about the whole KDD process not just the preprocessing. The IDA helps a user to create a
valid KDD process composes of several blocks. Each block contains pre-conditions, post-conditions and heuristic indi-
cators [11]. The pre-conditions indicate meta-features or conditions, data must fulfill before a block is applicable. For
example input data may contain missing values or must be nominal values, etc. The post-conditions describes which
meta-features data posses after this block. For example data are normalised or in One-of-N code. With pre-conditions
and post-conditions the IDA indicates to user which block he/she may use and what operations are applicable to the given
data. Heuristic indicators indicates influence of block on the KDD process. How the block affects speed, accuracy, com-
prehensibility of model, etc... Data reduction increases speed, pruning decreases speed but increases comprehensibility of
model (examples are taken from [11]). Definition of heuristic indicators allows the IDA to search for the KDD sequence
which fits the best to the user defined conditions.

Another possible approach represents the MiningMart project [12, 13, 14, 15]. It design a sequence of data transfor-
mation and other blocks from the database of existing sequences. The MiningMart tries to reuse successful preprocessing
sequences from the past. It collects information about both data and preprocessing sequences, in the MiningMart termi-
nology a case. After successful preprocessing user can add a case to the database. When user faces a new problem he/she
may search through the database of cases and seeks for the most similar to the current problem [16].

The MiningMart leaves the building of a preprocessing sequence on a user and successful cases are stored in database
with meta-data of original dataset. When a new dataset is presented to the MiningMart, it calculates metadata of the
dataset and compares them to metadata of cases stored in database and matching cases are offered to user [11].

The extension or continuation of the MiningMart Project is the myExperiment.org Project. This project allows re-
searches to share workflows for some task or even data. The main focus is on the processing and transforming bioinfor-
matics data but the approach in general is applicable also to the data preprocessing for data mining. The myExperiment.org
does not automate the workflow creation, but researcher can search for workflow for similar or even the same data, use it
and can share it with others [17, 18].

The most recent project in this field is the E-LICO project[19, 20]. This project incorporates and develops many past
projects like myExperiment.org and Intelligent Discovery Assistant.

1 If customer is going to leave his mobile phone provider.
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The completely different approach to automated data preprocessing is implemented in the IBM SPSS Modeller’s
Automatic Data Preparation Node. The node is only one of the nodes in a workflow and it does not help data miner with
construction of the workflow. It contains a predefined set of if-then rules and transforms data according to them. The rules
were found by data mining experts. The example of a rule is ”For each continuous variable, if the number of distinct
values is less than a threshold (default is 5), then it is recast as an ordinal variable.” The node handles ouliers, missing
data or normalisations. For more details see [21]. The approach similar to the Modeler’s is implemented in the Oracle
Data Mining Option. It has also predefined set of rules telling when to apply data transformation [22].

2 Inductive Preprocessing Technique for Knowledge Discovery

This section gives short introduction into Inductive Preprocessing Technique for Knowledge Discovery. The full descrip-
tion can be found in the [23].

The objective of the Inductive Preprocessing Technique (or IPT) is to find a sequence of preprocessing methods to
improve the accuracy of a classifier. An example of sequence of preprocessing methods is shown on the Figure 1. Each
box represents a data preprocessing method and a subsequence is a set of preprocessing methods to be applied on a specific
attribute.

Fig. 1. Illustration of dataset with three attributes and corresponding local and global sub-
sequences.

The IPT consists of three corner stones. The basic structure and the cornerstones of IPT is shown on the Figure 2. The
cornerstones are the Search for sequences of preprocessing methods, the Parameter values optimisation and the Classifier.
Search for sequences of preprocessing methods suggests changes in sequence of preprocessing methods, the Parameter
values optimisation modifies the parameters of preprocessing methods in the sequence and the Classifier provides feed-
back on performance of a sequence. The [23] shows testing of different Searches for sequences of preprocessing methods
and Parameter values optimisation methods. In the end I have decided to use genetic algorithm for Searches for se-
quences of preprocessing methods and random change value optimisation. And I will use J48 Decision Tree and Logistic
Regression classifiers.

The IPT in general runs in iterations (or generations). Each iteration goes through all the sequences and performs
Search for sequences of preprocessing methods, the Parameter values optimisation and then measures sequence’s success
(fitness values) using the classifier model. The fitness values is basically average of the accuracy of several classifier
models build from the preprocessed datasets.
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crossOverSequences(selectedSequences);

Fig. 2. Illustration of IPT’s building blocks and theirs interaction.

The most interesting part is a search for sequences of preprocessing methods. The search can be almost any fitting
optimisation method. In this work I use the genetic algorithm. The process is summarised in the Algorithm 1.

Algorithm 1 Genetic Search for sequence of preprocessing methods.
currentPop ←generateRandomSequences(POP SIZE);
calculateFitnessInPopulation(currentPop);

while generation < maxGeneration do
selectedSequences ←selectForCrossOver(currentPop);

crossedOverSequences ←
/* Create empty population and fills it with sequences (individuals). */

newPop ←emptyPopulation;
/* N sequences from the old population with the highest fitness. */

eliteSequences = getIndividualsWithHighestFitness(currentPop, Nelite);
newPop ←addToPopulation(newPop, eliteSequences);
/* Add crossed over individuals */

newPop ←addToPopulation(newPop, crossedOverSequences);
/* Add few randomly generated sequences */

newPop ←addToPopulation(newPop, generateRandomSequences(5));
mutateSequencesIn(newPop);
calculateFitnessInPopulation(newPop);
currentPop ←newPop;
generation ←generation + 1;

end
return Sequence with the highest fitness in the currentPop

It follows the loop of the standard genetic algorithm [24]. The population contains a set of sequences. Each individual
is a sequence of preprocessing methods. In general the algorithm work as follows: at first, the initial population is
filled with random sequences and their fitness is calculated, using functions generateRandomSequences() and
calculateFitnessInPopulation(). Then the main loop begins. It selects pairs of sequences (individuals)
for cross over operation. The crossOverSequences() function crosses over individuals in pairs. In this way the
algorithm creates a new set of sequences. The new generation consists of elite sequences, sequences with the highest
fitness from the current population, the crossed over sequences and several randomly generated sequences. The sequences
in the new population are mutated. The only sequences excluded from mutation are elite sequences. The fitness is
calculated in the new population and the last step is to replace the current population with the new one.
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In general the selection, cross over and mutation work as expected. The selection is a standard roulette wheel selection
[25]. The cross over is a bit more interesting – the genome (sequence of preprocessing methods) is not a linear structure
and different sequences has different length. For this reason the standard cross over is not usable. In the end I have decided
to use a cross over operation where a subsequence for randomly selected attribute is exchanged between tow individuals.

The mutation operation consists of two parts – the first is to mutate the structure of the sequence and the second is to
change values of parameters in the sequence. To change the structure of a sequence I add a preprocessing method to a
random subsequence, remove a random preprocessing method from a random subsequence or replace one preprocessing
method with another. The mutation of the parameter values may be random change in a value as the standard genetic
algorithm suggest (in the later text I will call this One Random Change) or it can be more sophisticated. The description
of the sophisticated parameter optimising methods goes beyond scope of this paper and are described in [23].

The last think to describe is the way to calculate the fitness value for given sequence of preprocessing methods. In
simple terms the fitness value for given sequence of preprocessing method is an accuracy of a model trained with the
preprocessed training set and tested with the preprocessed testing set. The exact fitness calculation is described below:

1. Divide a dataset into training and testing sets.

2. Shuffle both sets randomly.

3. Preprocess the training dataset with all the enabled the preprocessing methods recorded in the sequence. Start with
the methods in the subsequence for the first attribute, continue with the subsequence for the second attribute, and
so on. The last subsequence to be applied is the global subsequence.

4. The model is trained using the preprocessed training set.

5. The testing part is preprocessed in the same way as the training set. But some preprocessing methods (like sampling)
are not applied.

6. Accuracy of the model is calculated using the testing set and becomes fitness.

3 Experiments

This section shows results of the IPT on the selected real world, publicly available, datasets. The datasets are available
at the UCI Machine Learning [26] repository. The datasets are following: Bank [27], Breast-cancer-wiskonsin [28, 29],
CTG [30], Ecoli [31], Glass [32], Ionosphere [33], Parkinson [34], Satellite[35], Segment [36], Spambase [37], Steel
Faults [38, 39], Wine [40] and the Teeth Age[41, 42] 2

3.1 Experimental Setup

The datasets are quite well preprocessed. Some are well known for years and were selected for being well transformed
and suitable for the most of the modelling methods and for benchmarking purposes. This is not true for the most datasets
in the real world praxis. But it is hard to obtain permission to publish real world datasets and obtained results. For this
reason I have examined several real world datasets I have been working with. Their common problems were missing
values, big difference in number of instances in different classes, random outliers and non-standard distribution of values.

To simulate problems the above mentioned problems in this paper I have introduced these problems into the datasets.
To be more specific I have artificially damaged randomly selected attributes in the datasets by combination of:

• adding up to 40% of missing values,

• adding outliers,

• non-linear transformations (powers, power roots, logarithms).

The reason to combine the problems is that they do not occur separately in the commercial praxis but always in
combination.

2The dataset was provided by the Faculty of Science, Charles University in Prague in cooperation with the General University Hospital on Karlovo
Namesti, the Motol University Hospital and the Fakultnı́ Nemocnice Královské Vinohrady.
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The IPT will use the genetic algorithm as a search for the best sequence of preprocessing methods, the random search
for parameter optimisation and the J48 Decision Tree and the Simple Logistic Regression as the models. To see the other
options and reasons I use this ones, please refer to [23].

To be able to prove correctness of the best found sequence of preprocessing methods I will divide each dataset into two
parts – the training part and the validation part. These has the same reason as in machine learning field. The training
part is used to find the best sequence of preprocessing methods by IPT. The validation part is used to check that the found
sequence of preprocessing methods really improves accuracy of the model even on the unknown data. In the other words
that the sequence is not ”overfitted”.

The accuracy results presented bellow will be a results obtained on validation part of the dataset. To get better insight
into IPT results I will run the IPT 20 times (using the training part) and test all of them using validation parts of the
datasets. This offers possibility to use statistical methods compare the results.

The results of the preprocessed datasets are compared to the not preprocessed datasets. The not preprocessed datasets
(or original datasets) provides the baseline and allows me to demonstrate the improvement achieved by the IPT. The
accuracy for the original datasets is obtained in following way: the J48 or simple logistic regression model is created
using the training part of the dataset and then the validation part is used to calculate the accuracy.

Tab. 1. Comparison of an accuracy of the models on (original) not preprocessed dataset and
preprocessed by the best sequences found in repetitive runs of IPT.

Dataset name J48 Decision Tree Simple Logistic Regression
Classifier

Not Prepro-
cessed Dataset

Best Prepro-
cessed Dataset

Not Prepro-
cessed Dataset

Best Prepro-
cessed Dataset

Bank 0.884 0.884 0.883 0.884
Breast Cancer Wis-
consin dataset

0.913 0.975 0.92 0.928

CTG dataset 0.81 0.838 0.887 0.905
Ecoli dataset 0.854 0.884 0.818 0.885
Glass dataset 0.43 0.487 0.554 0.603
Ionosphere dataset 0.763 0.814 0.885 0.895
Parkinson dataset 0.769 0.781 0.795 0.826
Satellite dataset 0.498 0.695 0.728 0.76
Segmentation dataset 0.401 0.791 0.686 0.702
Spambase dataset 0.734 0.8 0.848 0.864
Steel Faults dataset 0.437 0.498 0.639 0.654
Teeth Age dataset 0.689 0.747 0.648 0.751
Wine dataset 0.842 0.913 0.787 0.926

4 Results

The results of the experiments are shown in the Table 1 and in more details in the Figure 3.

The Table 1 presents accuracy of models for all real world datasets. The accuracies are measured on testing parts
of both – datasets preprocessed with the best sequences found by IPT and original datasets without preprocessing. The
accuracy for the original dataset was obtained by 20 repetitive training of the models. The accuracy for the preprocessed
dataset is an average of fitnesses of the best sequences found in 20 repetitive runs of IPT. To give better impression about
the differences in accuracy between the model with original and preprocessed datasets I have created a boxplot for each
dataset and model. The boxplots for all datasets and the J48 Decision Tree are shown on the Figure 3. The Figure ??
shows the boxplots for the Simple Logistic Regression Classifier with the preprocessed and the original datasets.

The Figure 3 shows the same but using the boxplots. The boxplots shows the distribution of the accuracy values
in different repetitions. The line the middle of each of the boxes represents the average accuracy and the width of the
box represents the variance in the accuracy values. For example in the Figure 3 for the Wine dataset the variance in the
accuracy values is quite high – from about 87% to about 95%. On the other hand the differences in the accuracy for the
CTG dataset is low, about just 1%.
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Fig. 3. Comparison of the accuracies of the J48 Decision Tree. There are two boxes for
each dataset. One is marked as Original and represents accuracy with original (not prepro-
cessed) dataset. The second is Preprocessed and shows accuracy of models with dataset
preprocessed with the best sequences found by IPT.

To demonstrate differences between the original and preprocessed dataset I have used the Table 2. It shows the
confusion matrix for the model trained with the original, not preprocessed, dataset on the left and the model trained
with the dataset preprocessed by the best found sequence on the right. The rows represent real classes and the columns
predicted classes. If you compare the both sides of the confusion matrix, the difference is enormous. The confusion matrix
on the left side for the original dataset shows very many misclassifications and the cement class is completely ignored.
The confusion matrix on the right side look much better. The most of the instances are correctly classified and the cement
class is classified.

The accuracies of the best sequences found in different repetitive runs are shown in the Figure 4. In shows the
variations in the fitness values of the best sequences in the repetitive runs of the IPT. The sequences with the highest
fitness are again in the bottom. On the very bottom, denoted as No Prep, is accuracy of the J48 model trained with
the original dataset. The sequence with the highest fitness is closely followed by other sequences with lower but similar
fitness. It seems that the sequences up to Seq16 should be similar, at least they achieve very high fitness.

Tab. 2. Confusion matrices for the Segment and the J48 decision tree.

Original dataset Preprocessed dataset
Classified as Classified as
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Fig. 4. Accuracies of J48 Decision Tree classifiers trained on the validation Segment dataset.
The validation dataset was preprocessed by the best sequences of preprocessing methods
found in 20 repetitive runs of IPT. Sequences are sorted by mean accuracy of ”their” models.
For easier comparison the boxplot representing accuracies of model trained with original
validation dataset is on the bottom of the figure.

5 Conclusion

In this paper I have presented results of the Inductive Preprocessing Technology on the selected real world datasets. I have
used 13 publicly available datasets from the UCI Machine Learning Repository. Unfortunately these datasets are very well
prepared for the data mining and many people made their best to transform so the data mining methods has the highest
possible accuracy. For this reason I have damaged the datasets with additional transformations. These transformations
have introduced missing values, different ranges, outliers and non-linear characteristics of the data. These misshapen
datasets are referenced throughout this chapter as the original or not preprocessed datasets. This misshapen datasets are
then used as the input for the Inductive Preprocessing Technology. In almost all cases the IPT is able to improve the
accuracy of models only by the transforming the original datasets. The typical improvement in accuracy of the model is
about 5% to 10%, but there are exceptions in both directions. The worst dataset is the Bank dataset which I am unable
to improve at all. The other extreme it the Segment dataset with the J48 Decision Tree, where the improvement is about
40%.
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